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ABSTRACT: 

Automatic License Plate Detection and Recognition (ALPDR) system is an image 

processing technology used to identify cars by their license plates. This system consists of two 

main parts: the first is a practical implementation of how to take an automatically snapshot for 

cars passes, this was done by two sensors type (GP2Y0A21YK0F sensor) connected with each 

other and interfaced with a A4tech USB camera, and this camera is interfaced using Matlab 

2013a with the personal computer. The second part is image processing, this part includes four 

basic stages: The first stage is image preprocessing which involves image normalization and 

RGB to gray image conversion.  Second stage is detection of a possible license plate using edge 

detection technique and extracts these LP using region growing technique, detection rates reach 

to 95%. Third stage is alphanumeric character segmentation to isolate each character, numbers 

and words of the license plate using Otsu's and Hough transforms technique for subsequent 

recognition. The last stage reads the alphanumeric character and words by correlation template 

matching, which is a simple, fast and given a recognition rate reach to 98.245%. 

Keywords: Template Matching Correlation, Edge detection, Morphological operations, Otsu's 

and Hough transforms. 

بأستخدام تقنيت كشف الحافاث والمطابقت  العراقيت للسياراث وتمييز لوحت الرخصت تحرينظام 

 القالبيت
 الخلاصت:

انسٍاراث سٍاراث هى حقنٍت فً يؼاندت انصىر ٌسخخذو نهخؼزف ػهى ناو حًٍٍز نىحاث ارقاو  ححزينظاو 

ين خلال نىحاث الارقى انخاصت بها. بنً اننظاو ػهى قسًٍن رئٍسٍن: انقسى الاول انخنفٍذ انؼًهً وهى كٍفٍت إنخقاط 

حزبظ  GP2Y0A21YK0F sensor)ن نىع )يخحسسٍنهسٍاراث انًارة اوحىياحٍكٍا وحى هذا ػن طزٌق   ةصىر

حؼًم انكايٍزا اوحىياحٍكٍا    انكىيبٍىحز.ب صهت( انًخA4tech USB camera) ايغ بؼضها وحىصم إنى انكايٍز

ين حٍث حخزٌن انصىر انًهخقطت ويؼاندخها وكذنك حخزٌن اننخائح يا بؼذ انًؼاخت فً  Matlabبىاسطت  بزنايح 

: انًزحهت الاونى هً انقسى انثانً يؼاندت انصىرة وٌخضًن خًست يزاحم أساسٍت  يهف خاص يهٍئ نهذه انؼًهٍت .

انًؼاندت وحخضًن حدزئت او حغٍٍز حدى انصىرة انًهخقطت وين ثى ححىٌهها نهنظاو انزيادي. انًزحهت يزحهت ياقبم 

انثانٍت وحخضًن كشف نىحت انزخصت باسخخذاو حقنٍت كشف انحافاث لاسخخزاج انًؼهىياث ين انصىرة وين ثى 

%. انًزحهت انثانثت هً حدزئت 55ف اسخخزاج انهىحت باسخخذاو حقنٍت حنًٍت انًساحت وقذ حققج هذه انًزحهت نسبت كش

 Otsu' andواسخخزاج انًؼهىياث ين انهىحت, حٍث حى ػزل كم رقى وكم حزف وكم كهًت باسخخذاو حقنٍخً )

Hough transforms)  ػهى حذه نغزض انخًٍٍز. انًزحهت الاخٍزة هً حًٍٍز الارقاو وانحزوف وانكهًاث
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انقانبٍت وحخزٌنها فً يهف خاص, وهً حقنٍت بسٍطت وسزٌؼت فً انًىخىدة فً انهىحت بأسخخذاو حقنٍت انًطابقت

 %.54.245انخًٍٍز وقذ أػطج وين خلال انخدزبت نسبت حًٍٍز 

INTRODUCTION:

ars in each country have a unique license number, which is written on its license plate.

This number distinguishes one car from the other, which is useful especially when both

are of same make and model [1]. An automated system can be implemented to identify 

the license plate of a car and extract the numbers and characters from the region containing a 

license plate [2]. License Plate Detection Recognition (LPDR) is a form of automatic car 

identification. It is an image processing technology used to identify vehicles by their license 

plates only [3, 4]. There are many methods were proposed for the LP recognition for example: 

template matching [5], neural network [1], essential elements based method [6] and optical 

character recognition [7]. ALPDR have a number of different useful applications such as: 

tolling, traffic control, border control, access control, detection of stolen cars, car park entrance 

or any statistical research [7, 8]. 

ALPDR System Model: 

The overall ALPDR system can be subdivided into the software and hardware model: 

Software Model:  

The main and the most important portion of this system is the software model. The software 

model use series of image processing techniques which are implemented in MATLAB R2013a. 

The ALPDR algorithm is broadly divided into three following steps: 

Capture image:  

The first step is the capturing of an image using a camera type (A4tech USB camera) 

connected to the PC. The images are captured in RGB format so it can be further process for the 

number plate extraction. 

Detecting and extracting the plate region:  

It is the process of localizing the plate region from the whole image. It involves several 

digital image processing concepts such as noise filtering, component analysis, color conversion, 

segmentation and others. Plate localization strategies that involve smaller computational 

resources for the purpose of producing fastest algorithm are an active research area to achieve 

real time performance [4]. This is because the recognition accuracy is directly influenced by the 

localization result. 

Alphanumeric Characters and words recognition:   

After the license plate region is extracted, the individual characters, numbers a on the 

license plate should be extracted and recognized. The main processing in this stage is finding 

and recognizing characters, numbers and words on the license plate. 

Hardware Model:  

The hardware model consists of two sensors type GP2Y0A21YK0F. This sensors are connected 

together and used to sense the presence of a car, camera to capture the image and PC on which 

algorithm is executed. 

The proposed algorithm: 

Car detection and image Acquisition: 

The first stage of ALPDR system is car detection and image acquisition. This stage was 

done by two IR sensors  GP2Y0A21YK0F transceiver model connected together using 

electronic circuit to sense the presence of  car, the output of these sensors are connected to 

A4tech USB camera for capture image of the car. This camera connected to the PC through 

USB port and saved the pictures in a special folder. Figure (1) shows the block diagram of the 

proposed hardware system model. 

C 
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Figure (1): Block diagram of proposed hardware system model. 

IR sensor GP2Y0A21YK0F transceiver module is a distance measuring sensor unit, 

composed of an integrated combination of PSD (position sensitive detector), IRED (infrared 

emitting diode) and signal processing circuit. The block diagram of this sensor is shown in 

figure (2). 

 

     Figure (2): Block diagram of GP2Y0A21YK0F sensor. 

This device outputs the voltage corresponding to the detection distance. The distances 

measuring of this device are (10cm to 80cm). The maximum output voltage of this device is 

0.55V at 10cm distance, and minimum voltage is 0.25V at 80cm distance. Figure (3) shows the 

interface circuit between two IR sensors and camera. 
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Figure (3): Interface circuit between two IR sensors and camera. 

Two IR sensors are placed beside or entrance with 2m is the distance between them. 

When the cars pass through the signals of two IR sensors, the sensors will transmit the signal to 

the relay, the contacts of this relay are connected to the switch of the camera, and this camera 

will capture the image of the car. The time of capturing image is 1ms which selected by 3.3   

capacitance and 300 k  resistance. A4tech camera is a USB camera has different resolution and 

format. In the proposed system, the resolution of capturing image to 3200*2400 pixels and jpg 

format was set. This camera is placed in front of the car at different distances. The captured 

image is saved in special folder called (buffer folder).  

A special program was written using a MATLAB R2031a language.  This program used 

to move the image which is saved in buffer folder to the main program which use for image 

processing and save the input image and results in special folder called (saved folder). The 

completed hardware system design is shown in figure (4). 

Camera Interface circuit 

PC 

Sensors 

Figure (4): Completed hardware system design. 
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Image Preprocessing: 

Image preprocessing stage is necessary to prepare the image for further processing; this 

stage includes the following steps: 

Image Normalization: 

The input image is loaded into the program which has different size and resolution 

depending on the system hardware that used for acquisition. To reduce processing time and 

complex recognition procedure, the size of the image is decreased. This system is resizing any 

input image to fixed 1000*1000 pixels automatically. MATLAB R2013a inbuilt function 

(Imresize) is used to resize the input image into a fixed resolution. 

RGB to Gray Image Conversion: 

The input image of the car is captured by a digital camera is colorful image or RGB 

image as shown in figure (5-a). In order to facilitate the plate detection and extraction, increase 

the processing speed; it must be convert RGB image to gray scale (intensity) image, as shown in 

figure (5-b). Color image (RGB) acquired by a digital camera is converted to gray scale image 

based on the RGB to gray scale conversion technique. In this phase, the MATLAB function 

rgb2gray is used. It converts the true color (RGB) image to intensity image using equation (1): 

Gray image = (0.2989 R) + (0.5870 G) + (0.1140 B)        ... (1) 
Where: R, G and B are the red, green and green color components. 

(a) (b) 

Figure (5): (a) Input RGB image and (b) Gray Image. 

Car Plate Detection and Extraction: 

This stage includes all the necessary steps which are used to find the accurate license 

plate from the captured image, and make all the necessary adjustments on that license plate. 

Image Dilation: 

Dilation is a technique of improving the given image by sharpens the edges of objects in 

an image, filling the holes in an image, join the broken    lines and increase the image 

brightness. The noise within an image can also be removed using dilation technique. By making 

the edges sharper, the difference of gray value between neighboring pixels at the edge of an 

object can be increased. This enhances the edge detection.  

The dilation of image X by the structuring element B is defined by: [9] 

{  |  
                               ... (2) 

The process of dilation will help to nullify such losses. Figure (6) shows the image after 

dilation process. 

    Figure (6):  Image dilated. 
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Image Histogram and Edge Processing: 

      Horizontal and Vertical histogram was used at this stage, which represents the row wise and 

column wise histogram respectively. These histograms represent the sum of differences of gray 

values between neighboring pixels of an image, row wise and column wise. Firstly, the 

horizontal histogram is calculated. So, in order to find the horizontal histogram, the algorithm 

traverses through each column of an image. The algorithm starts with the second pixel from the 

top for each column. The difference between second and first pixel is calculated. If the 

difference exceeds certain threshold, it is added to the total sum of differences. Then, algorithm 

will move downwards to calculate the difference between the third and second pixels and so on 

until the end of the column and calculate the total sum of differences between neighboring 

pixels. At the end, an array containing the column wise sum is created. In order to find the 

vertical histogram, the same process is used for horizontal histogram. But in this case, rows are 

processed instead of columns. Figure (7) shows the histogram processing for horizontal vertical 

edge. 

   (a)  Horizontal.                                                       (b) Vertical. 

Figure (7): Horizontal and vertical edge processing histogram. 

Referring to the above figures the histogram values are changed dramatically between 

the consecutive rows and columns.  Therefore, to prevent the losses of important information in 

the next    steps, the drastic changes in the value of a histogram must be smooth. To solve this 

problem the histogram is passed through low pass digital filter with the dynamic threshold is 

equal to the average value of a histogram. Both horizontal and vertical histograms are passed 

through a filter with this dynamic threshold. While performing this step, each histogram value is 

averaged out considering the values on it right hand side and left hand side. Figure (8) shows 

the horizontal and vertical histograms after passing through a low pass digital filter. 

   (a) Horizontal edge processing.              (b) Vertical edge processing. 

Figure (8): Histogram after passing through low pass digital filter. 

Sobel Edge Detection: 

After converted the image into gray scale and smoothed it using a histogram and low 

pass digital filter, a Sobel edge detection algorithm was used to find the edges of an image using 

the Sobel approximation to the derivative [10]. It produces the edges at those points where the 

gradient of an image is the maximum. This algorithm gives the optimal edge detector with very 

low error rate.Figure (9) shows the image after effect the Sobel edge detection. 
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Figure (9): Image after Sobel edge detection. 

Filtering Unwanted Pixels: 

Figure (9) shown many unwanted small objects or connected components and the noise 

parts in the image such as screws and nuts and small dust particles, which may give the false 

license plate detection stage. To overcome this problem, the noise must remove after edge 

detection.  It can remove this noise from the image by checking 8-connectivity of each pixel. A 

3*3 matrix is taken, this matrix traversing through all pixels in the image and remove the noise 

using BWAREAOPEN algorithm. Figure (10) shows the image after removed isolated 

components.  The following steps have been used to remove the isolated pixels using 

BWAREAOPEN algorithm. 

 Determine the connected components.

 Compute the area of each component.

 Removes the small objects.

Figure (10):  Image after removed isolated components. 

Region Growing of LP: 

The basic purpose of this stage is to fill the holes that may be found in the LP segment 

[11]. Holes are a set of background pixels that cannot be reached by filling in the background 

from the edge of gray scale image. For filling the holes in image the flood fill operation was 

used. IMFILL (BW, 'holes') function which provided by MATLAB R2013a toolbox function 

that fills the holes in the binarized image called (BW). This function will perform the flood fill 

process on the binary and grayscale images. Flood fills operation change the pixels of 

background (zeros) to pixels of foreground (once) for the binary image, those pixels are on the 

middle of the foreground so they have to be filling with one. In the gray scale image, the 

process will fill up the holes by bringing the area of dark pixel to the surrounding brighter 

pixels. Figure (11) shows the gray scale image after fill the holes. 
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    Figure (11): Image after fill the holes. 

Region of Interest Extraction: 

In order to find the ROI to extract the license plate from the image after region growing 

process connected components analysis [12] algorithm was used. Connected component 

algorithm used to find the regions of connected pixels which have the same value.  This 

algorithm is done by calculated the first connectivity of each pixel and then removed the 

unwanted edges depended on the connectivity checking. BWEREAOPEN function which 

provided by MATLAB R2013a toolbox function that used to specifies the desired connectivity. 

So, all components having number of pixel lower than threshold value are removed to get the 

actual location of the number plate. Threshold value is chosen depended on the license plate 

size. The license plate detected is shown in figure (12). 

Figure (12): Detected license plate. 

Cutting the license Plate area: 

This step is very necessary because of the next stage called alphanumeric character and 

word segmentation will be depending on it. So, any error in this step will be effect on the 

segmentation process. The area is cropped from the image after identifying the best possible 

component for the license plate with the help of coordinate of the chosen connected component 

and sent it to the character segmentation stage. Figure (13) shows the output location plate after 

cropping. This step is done using IMCROP function which provided by MATLAB R2013a. 

Figure (13): Output location plate. 
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Alphanumeric Character and Word Segmentation: 

Alphanumeric characters and words segmentation is a procedure of extracting the 

numbers, characters and words from the license plate image. Diverse aspects make the character 

segmentation task complicated, like, plate frame, image noise, space mark, plate‟s rotation and 

light variance. A proposed method of this stage illustrated in the following steps: 

Binarization of the license plate: 

In order to segment the numbers, characters and words of the license plate image which 

extracted from car plate detection and extraction stage, it should convert the license plate to the 

binary level. For binarization the license plate a threshold value is required. Otsu algorithm is 

used to select the threshold value [13]. These algorithms select the optimal thresholding 

depending on the intensity level of each license plate image. So, if the value of the pixels in the 

license plate image is less than the threshold value, it is expressed as “1”; and if it is greater than 

the threshold value, it is expressed as “0”. In this way, the image license plate is converted into 

the binary level. Figure (14) shows the license plate image after converted into the binary level. 

Figure (14): Binary license plate image. 

Skew Correction and Removal impurities: 

In this system the license plate region was divided into two parts; first part contains the 

number of the license plate and a single character written in Arabic which appears in the top of 

the license plate. Second   part contains a word referring to the class of the car and province 

name.  Each parts of the license plate region may be skewed by rotating the extracted binary 

license plate image by an angle equal to orientation angle of the region but in opposite direction 

to  increasing the accuracy of segmentation  process. The impurities such as the regions 

belonging to plate, fixing blots, boundary areas pose a problem for the accuracy of the system 

and hence they must be removed. Figure (15) shows the license plate after divided, skew 

correction and removed impurities. 

Removal of those impurities was done by the following steps: 

1. Calculating the region of each number, character and word and labeling by connected

component labeling.

2. Find out number of pixel in each label.

3. Apply morphological operations to smoothing the numbers, characters and words.

4. Apply Otsu's algorithm to find the optimal threshold for each number, character and

word. So, any impurities larger and smaller than the measurements of the number,

character and word through the characteristics of each region will be removed

depending on this threshold.

(a) First part.                                      (b) Second part. 

 Figure (15): Two parts after extracted, skew correction and removed impurities. 
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Hough Transform: 

Hough transform algorithm was used to extraction each individual character, number 

and word respectively.  Hough transform produces   a list of lines in the form of accumulator 

cells [14]. In Hough transform algorithm, the first step is reading the two parts of the binary 

images as input, and then passed these images through two parallel processes vertical and 

horizontal edge detection to extract the edges. Figure (16) shows the segmented character, 

numbers and word. 

      Figure (16): Character, numbers and words segmentation. 

Alphanumeric Character and word Recognition: 

The final stage of proposed system is recognize of each segmented characters, numbers 

and words that extracted from license plate. There are many techniques that used for this 

purpose. In this system template matching correlation technique was used for recognition 

process.  This technique basically matches the linear relationship between the detected 

character, number and word image and the standard template database images of characters, 

numbers and words. The character, number and word identity is assigned based on the similarity 

value. The similarity between the input (detected) image and database image is calculated using 

correlation coefficient.  

To increase the recognition rate and processing speed, the license plate is divided into 

four classes: first class for   the character, second class for the numbers, third class for the 

provinces and last class for the car type. Figure (17) shows the template database for each class. 

    (a) First class.    (b) Second class.     (c) Third class.     (d) Fourth class. 

Figure (17): Template database images. 

      After comparing the input image with the templates, class of the character, number and word   

is selected. The return value of the correlation process is used to classify the character, number 

and word, that is, return values of the comparison approaching to „1‟are assumed as good 

match. Finally recognized characters, numbers and words are displayed. Figure (18) shows the 

flowchart of template matching technique. The first segment from our LP contain on character ' 

 is compared with each contents of the first class.  The maximum correlation occurs between 'ر

the segmented character and the template number '3' which equal to 0.998. Due to the template 

number '3' has maximum correlation; the character 'R' is displayed. This process is also used for 

recognize the other segmented numbers and words.  The recognition results are: 'R', '7', '2', '5', 

'7', '3', 'Baghdad', 'Khusosy'. 
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Figure (18): Flowchart of template matching technique. 

Experimental Results: 

MATLAB R2013a editor software was used to develop the program of license plate detection 

and recognition system. The car images snapshots have been taken automatically using A4tech 

USB camera. Recognition rate can be expressed by the equation (2). 

Recognition rate =   ... (3) 
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Table (1) Plate test results 

Test Type Number 

of Tests 

Number of 

Correct 

Recognition 

Number of 

Wrong 

Recognition 

Percentage 

Plate Detection 60 57 3 95% 

Character Segmentation 337 337 0 100% 

Character Recognition 57 56 1 98.245% 

Table (2) Results of the numbers 

Table (3) Results of the characters 
Character Image 

Template 

Trial 

Character 

Correct 

Character 

False 

Character 

Percentage 

 %95.833 1 23 24 ا

 %75 1 3 4 ج

 %50 1 1 2 ذ

 %90 1 9 10 د

 %100 0 6 6 ر

 %50 1 1 2 ط

 %50 2 2 4 و

 %100 0 4 4 ه

 %50 1 1 2 و

 %100 0 2 2 ي

Table (4) Results of the provinces 
Province Image 

Template 

Trail Province Correct 

Province 

False Province Percentage 

 %100 0 14 14 كزبلاء

 %100 0 11 11 ندف

 %100 0 26 26 بغذاد

 %100 0 2 2 دٌانى

 %100 0 2 2 واسظ

 %100 0 3 3 انقادسٍت

 %100 0 2 2 انًثنى

Number Image 

Template 

Trial 

Number 

Correct 

Recognition 

False Recognition Percentage 

0 16 14 2 87.500% 

1 39 38 1 97.435% 

2 37 36 1 97.297% 

3 17 15 2 88.235% 

4 22 22 0 100% 

5 32 32 0 100% 

6 29 27 2 93.103% 

7 25 25 0 100% 

4 27 27 0 100% 

5 24 22 2 91.666% 
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Table (5) Results of the classes 
Class Image Template Trial  Class Correct Class False  Class Percentage 

 %97.674 1 42 43 خصوصي

 %100 0 10 10 اجرة

 %100 0 7 7 حمل

The proposed system of this research has been tested on 60 images taken automatically 

under different illumination conditions. The average time for LP detection is 2 second while the 

average time for the segmentation and recognition is 3 second. So, the total average time from 

capturing image to recognize the LP is 6 second. The proposed system of this work has been 

tested on the images was taken under different illumination so that the time of captured image at 

from 8:40 AM to 10:55 PM, the captured image was taken from different distances between (50 

centimeters to 3 meter) and the car speed was 15km/h or less. Out of 60 images, 3 inputs/ output 

and their recognition for each image and time of the capturing image are shown in table (6). The 

proposed system comparisons with other works are shown in table (7). 

Table (6) Three sample of plate detection and recognition results 
Car 
No. 

Input Image Output 

Location Plate 

Character 

Recognition 

(Arabic style) 

Character 

Recognition 

(English 

style) 

Time 

1 

A-6482 

Karbala 

Hemel 

6/3/2014 
1:09 PM 

2 

J-30086 

Baghdad 

Khusosy 

9/3/2014 
11:52 AM 

3 

A-21381 

Karbala 

Khusosy 

26/5/2014 
6:33 PM 
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Table (7) Comparison proposed scheme with other works  

Methods Techniques used Type of LP used Execution time for 

each sample (sec) 

No. of 

samples 

Recognition 

rate (%) 

Proposed scheme Morphological 

operators, Edge 

detection, Hough 

transform and 

Template 

matching. 

6 60 98.245 

Mohsin. A et al 

[2] 

Edge detection 

and ELMAN 

Neural Network. 

- 21 76 

Zuber. H [15] CCA, OCR and 

Template 

matching. 

- 23 82.11 

 Kabir. H  et al 

[16] 

Property 

of symmetry , 

SAT, Artificial 

Neural Network 

(ANN) 

0.16 200 89 

CONCLUSIONS: 

In detection stage the error is 5% in the examined of 60 images while in recognition stage the 

error is 1.755% in the examined of 57 license plate. The average time of license plate detection 

and recognition for each image is 6 seconds. By morphological operator with edge detection the 

license plate located can be detected at any corner of image. Template matching technique with 

correlation coefficient gives a best recognition rate with very low error rate; these algorithms 

solved the problems of skew, orientation and noise the segmented characters, numbers and 

words. 
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